DIGITAL LABELING
WITH THE
VUSION SERIES
INFRASTRUCTURE

Customer Integration
API Interface
Radio Connection
Access Point with integrated Label Management
WiFi
Digital Labels

TECHNICAL DATA

Display:
- Full graphic E-ink display
- 111 - 140 dpi resolution
- Color space: black, white, red or black, white, yellow
- almost 180° viewing angle

Operation:
- 4 to 5 usable pages
- Operating temperature 10°C - 40°C (-25°C - 30°C with freezer)
- Resistant to dust and splash water
- 5 years battery life (2-6xCR2450) with 1-2 Updates/day
- Encryption through 128-bit AES with Secure Key Exchange
- Compliance: CE, ROHS, FCC/IC

Konnektivität:
- NFC (except 12.2")
- Frequency ranges: CE 868.0 - 869.8 (EU)
  FCC 921,525 - 926,475 (USA)
  781,100 - 782,900 (China)
- 2.4 GHz
- Wireless Firmware Updates for Labels
Interested?
Order our sample folder!

Active Display Area
190,08 x 237,60 mm
(Scale 1:1,48)